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Abstract—Flexibility and adaptability described in individuals
with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) refer to Stereotypical
Motor Movements (SMM) and social interaction deficits, both
of which are important symptoms of ASD. Inspired by the most
recent psychological research by Jonge-Hoekstra, this paper aims
to distinguish hand movement with two quantitative metrics
extracted by the mid-layer of a supervised convolutional gesture
recognition network, named diversity and complexity. Particu-
larly, diversity indicates adaptability and complexity indicates
flexibility. The utilisation of both metrics shows great potential
for hand movement analysis with a particular emphasis on ASD
intervention.
Keywords—Autism, ASD, flexibility, adaptability,skeleton-
based gesture recognition, CNN, recurrence analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) is an early onset neu-
rodevelopmental disorder, characterised by deficits in social
interaction and communication and repetitive, restricted be-
haviours or interests. Although there is no cure for ASD,
research shows that early screening and diagnosis can help
increase a child’s chances of benefiting from early intervention
[1].
The difficulty with the current clinical diagnosis, apart from
the lack of trained clinicians, is that the traditional scale based
behaviour observation is both time-consuming and insufficient,
as children are extremely different from each other and the
behaviours are seen in children often depend on many non-
autistic related factors, including cognitive functioning and
age, so some of the traits that human intuition and statistical
analysis expect to uniformly distinguish autistic from non-
autistic may not exist. Particularly in the evaluation of physical
behaviour in children with autism, therefore the deficient is
not only in standardising the assessment, But also difficult in
determining subtle heterogeneous behaviour. To compensate
for this possible deficient of scale-based methods and provide
a general tool for movement analysis, quantitative analysis of
movement based on deep learning algorithms and computer vi-
sion can significantly improve the recognition accuracy while
standardising the quantification process. And this movement
quantification technique has great potential to be used as an
important part of technology-assist ASD diagnosis, due to its
high repeatability, high resolution, and high sensitivity.
Hand movement is strongly associated with the determina-
tion of non-verbal expressive and repetitive stereotyped be-
haviours in the diagnosis of ASD. A very recent [2]Acta Psy-
chologica research by Jonge-Hoekstra propose two variability
measures for children hand movement in spatial-temporal task
properties: Complexity indicates flexibility, Diversity indicates
adaptation. Their work indicates the possibility of mathemati-
cally quantify hand movement. Furthermore, according to the
medical researches [3] [4] [5] [6] the flexibility and the adap-
tation behaviours are both strong predictor in ASD. Where the
flexibility in hand behaviours in individuals with ASD refers
to the Restricted Repetitive Behaviours (RRB) and Stereo-
type Behaviours (SB) [7] [8] [9]. And adaptive functioning
encompasses those behaviours critical to living independently,
including daily living skills, social skills, and communication
skills. Furthermore, children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
(ASD) display adaptive behaviours impairments across all
domains [10]. Fuhrer more, Motor difficulties is currently
not included in the diagnostic criteria for ASD. However the
proportion of children with ASD having motor difficulties is
86.9% [11] [12]. Although motor difficulties are not included
in the diagnostic criteria for ASD, it is included in the ICF
criteria for ASD which is a tool designed to be a standardised
and internationally accepted tool for ASD functioning [13].
There have been several approaches that have attempted to
apply deep learning techniques to detect and diagnose ASD
[14] [15] [16] [17]. Many recent studies have used machine
learning classifiers to automatically detect stereotypical motor
movements (SMM) in individuals with ASD [18] [19] [20]
[21]. But the machine learning classifiers are establishing an
end-to-end connection between behaviour and certain types of
SMM. This end-to-end connection still based on manual be-
havioural observation, for instance, the dataset is still labelled
by the handcraft rules. And this qualitative classification result
can not describe the behaviour quantitatively. Indifference
to these methods, Ulf [22] utilises recurrence quantification
analyses (RQA) to capture non-linear dynamics of SMM
through wearable accelerators. Their study also supports our
attempt in establishing movement categories through similar
skeleton features.
The hand movement quantitative measurement in Jonge-
Hoekstra’s approach is based on hand-crafted categories of
hand movement, then they apply Shannon entropy and RQA
to estimate the diversity and complexity based on the total
of 14 different categories. Different from their hand-crafted
categorisation we attempt to use deep learning algorithms to
find the universal sub-features that appear in hand movements
that constitute the hand behaviour and use these sub-features
as a basis for movement categorisation. Since the sub-features
that constitute movement are universal, the gestures of autism
are also composed of universal sub-features. Theoretically,
both normal and abnormal hand movements are made up of
a series of joint variations. So, that kind of hand motion
sub-features can learn from any skeleton-based hand motion
dataset and use as a prior-knowledge for ASD hand behaviour
analysis.
The skeleton-based Action recognition, with the conve-
nience of obtaining skeleton information, has become a hot
topic [23] [24] [25] [26]. Similar to other skeleton-based
gesture recognition approaches [27] [28] [29], our proposed
method also use a skeleton data enforce module to enrich the
spatial-temporal information. The strategy to explore the sub-
features by applying gesture recognition on the target skeleton
dataset, compression of the intermediate layer’s output feature
map using an hourglass structure convolutional network, then
mapping this feature map to categorized sub-features. Cause
the gesture recognition is built on this feature map the high
accuracy of the gesture recognition the higher credibility
about the feature map and corresponding sub-features. In the
training process, the model is going to define a series of the
convolutional layer to explore the universal patterns which
composite movement.
To sum up, to achieve measurement of complexity and di-
versity, we want to utilise deep learning algorithms to explore
the universal joint sub-features from a hand movement dataset
and implement classification based on these sub-features for
measurement computation. In this paper, we propose a CNN
based motion feature explore model for skeleton-based hand
gesture recognition, where the sub-feature classification is
based on co-occurrence feature exploration layer’s output
will explain in section III. Considering the characteristics
of convolution and hand movement, a hand skeleton data
reorganisation module is designed to compensate for spatial-
temporal related information to enhance the robustness of the
model. The main contributions of this work are summarised
as follows:
• We define the two measurements of hand motion diversity
and complexity in terms of skeleton data.
• We propose a deep learning hand movement measurement
model utilising the sub-features to estimate diversity and
complexity.
• The proposed skeleton-based behaviour quantification
model has great potential in hand behaviour analysis, it
paves the way for future use in ASD intervention.
The rest part of this paper is organised as: Section II introduce
the proposed data reorganising strategy, gesture recognition,
sub-feature-based classification methods and quantification
method; Section III, dataset, evaluation and related experi-
ments setting details; Section IV conclusion.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Pre-Processing
Fig. 1. (a) Hand joint model. (b) Graph-based hand skeleton organisation.
FJ: first joint. SJ: Second joint. Note there will be no angle value at wrist and
tip rows.
The graph-based skeleton data for each joint is a 3-
dimensional vector (x, y, z). According to the finger structure,
the connected joints are vectors, for each joint, the angle R is
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Where, t: time-series; for each J ∈ (x, y, z), i,i+1 and i -1 is
the adjacent joints in columns in Fig. 1(b). The skeleton data
for each frame for each joint after data reorganisation contains
4-dimension information (x, y, z, R) and format as Fig. 1(b).
B. Temporal Difference of Skeleton Movement
Temporal difference for time t is defined, m is:
mt = st+1 − st (2)
where,st is the skeleton matrix in time: t;
M = (m1,m2, · · · ,mN−1) (3)
This spatial-temporal change represents method Eq.3 ignores
the specific positions of the joints and only focuses on the
temporal difference (movement) of the joints, which enhance
the spatial-temporal ability of the CNN network.
C. Sub-features Estimation
To generalise the model and improve portability, we want
the model can explore the ‘phonemes’ of hand movement.
And the recognise/classification is based on the explored
‘phonemes’ (general characteristics of hand movement). Fur-
thermore, if the model with very robust outcome in testing, we
can treat the ‘phonemes’ output as a different class of hand
movement patterns, that how the sub-feature classification
built. The difficulty lies in the choice of network structure and
how to prove the reliability of sub-feature classification. In the
input of skeleton sequence using image-based representation,
CNN does have a great advantage to recognise the special
structure in the graphical sequence, but the challenge is how
to effectively capture the spatial-temporal information. For
transfer learning, the network must obtain enough gesture
recognition accuracy on the test set to show that the sub-feature
classification layer is sufficiently reliable.
Based on the hand motion array M obtained by skeleton
data pre-Processing, the network is expecting to learn the
commonalities from the connected joints of the same finger
and the adjacent joints of different fingers in this skeleton
sequence. We design two different shapes of convolution
kernel to extract the possible features of the same joints of
each finger and different fingers. To make the feature map
that can contain as much information as possible, we are very
restrained in adding a pooling layer in co-occurrence feature
explore layers.
D. Sub-feature Categorisation
Through gesture recognition training process, the categori-
sation sub-feature will utilise the network’s feature explore
lays and corresponding weights, to calculate the feature map.
For this layer’s output, the feature map is a two-dimensional
matrix N with size (t, n), where t refers to the number of
skeleton sequence and n is the dimension of the sub-feature.




1 if N[i] >t
0 if N[i] <t (4)
After the two-dimensional matrix, N has applied binarization,
for each time t the binary number will be converted to
a decimal number to indicate the category of movement,
thus the categories of an action sequence on the time series
are established, so that the diversity and complexity can be
measured. In our experiment, the feature map N size is set to
6, which means after categorisation we expect 64 categories
sub-feature in total.
E. Jonge-Hoekstra based Measurement
Diversity means adaption, which indicates the functional
adjustment to new task demands, based on the frequencies
of the different behavioural categories of hand movements
duration. Their measure Diversity by calculating Shannon
entropy on the frequency distribution of the duration and
occurrence of behavioural categories of the time-series. The
diversity value only related to the amount of variability of the
participants’ gestures.
Complexity means flexibility, which indicates functional
flexibility when changes in task demands. It is a measure-
ment by performing RQA on the time series of gestures, for
instance, RQA is a nonlinear time series analyse method based
on the notion of recurrence. These recurrences are represented
in a Recurrence Plot (RP), for categorical time series (the block
structures in the RP), which reflects the dynamic, temporal
organisation of a system. The complexity is also measured
by Shannon entropy, based on the block structures in the
RP. Where the Shannon entropy of frequency distribution of
the block structures in the RP reflects the complexity of the
deterministic structure in the system [30].
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS




Gestures 14 Class(single finger /whole hand)
Joint Number 22 Joints
Sequence 2800
Data type RGB, Depth
Label Skeleton(2D, 3D), Gesture
Participants 20
Handedness Right-handed
The Dynamic Hand gesture 14/28 (DHG-14/28) [31] is a
public dynamic hand gesture dataset, which sequences of 14
hand gestures performed5 times by 20 participants in 2 finger
configurations: using one single finger or the whole hand. Each
gesture is performed 5 times (Essai) by 20 participants in 2
way, resulting in 2800 sequences TABLE I. The coordinates of
22 hand joints in the 3D world space are provided per frame,
forming a full hand skeleton.
All of these 14 finger movements/gestures were involved
in this study, but our movement quantification method is not
limited to those 14 gestures. That because our proposed deep
learning model utilizing those 2800 skeleton sequence to ex-
plore the universal patterns for hand movement to estimate the
sub-feature. And obviously, the movement patterns extracted
from the skeletal movements of these 14 gestures have certain
limitations, but at this stage, we think these patterns can meet
the requirement.
B. Implementation Details
1) Network structure: Our network structures are illustrated
in Fig. 2 For the batch training set, the input data in the time
series for each gesture are resized to (batch-size, 4, 5, 5∗t).
Our proposed deep learning network apply a convolutional
layer with stride 5, this design is based on the input shape, as
we are not performing the skeleton sequence in time series to
channels, but we expand the last dimension of the input matrix.
We use this method to realize the processing of indefinite
length sequences through convolutional layers without using
LSTM, through utilizing these special convolution strategies,
realize the compression of each frame of skeleton data in
chronological order. Such a strategy is designed to enable
the network during the gesture recognition training process
make the learned convolution kernel in the co-occurrence
feature exploration part more targeted at the general movement
features (sub-feature).
2) Network Training: The proposed network is imple-
mented based on the PyTorch platform. The Adam [32]
optimizer with a scheduled learning rate with initial set to
0.001 with step-size 25, gamma 0.5, employed in the training
process.
Fig. 2. Network structure illustration. The network can be divided into 2 key parts. 1) co-occurrence feature explores. 2) Feature fusion and decode.
C. Performance on DHG14 gesture classification
Fig. 3. The confusion matrix of the proposed approach for DHG-14
The action recognition results of the DHG-14 dataset are
presented in Table II and to better understand the behaviour
of our approach according to the recognition per class more
details are listed in the confusion matrix Fig. 3.
We compare our method with the state-of-the-art methods
on the DHG Dataset in TABLE.II. Our method achieves 90.5%
accuracy. Our result illustrates the superiority of some pre-
vious methods like SoCJ+HoHD+HoWR, CNN+LSTM and
STA-Res-TCN on the DHG dataset. Compare with the most
advanced methods like ST-GCN and DG-STA, although our
method did not beyond their recognition accuracy, but our
gesture recognition results have provided sufficient credibility
for the sub-features.
TABLE II
COMPARE WITH STATE OF ART









We utilise the pyRQA [38] tool to calculate the entropy.
Fig. 4. Recurrent plot for object 1 Gesture grab in DHG-14 dataset perfume
by pyRQA with following settings
In RQA analysis we set dimension parameter to 1, time
delay τ to 1 and set similarity measure to Euclidean Metric and
neighbourhood parameter with fixed radius with 1 in pyRQA
settings.
E. Diversity and Complexity Result and analysis
We apply the proposed hand measurement method on DHG
dataset, through comparing different class of gestures, object,
and finger number, the result as follow.
Fig. 5. Gesture[1]:Grab, 1 Finger, Essai:1
Fig. 6. Gesture[1]:Garb, Whole Hand, Essai:1
Fig. 5 shows that Diversity and Complexity are very close
to each other at two points (Diversity: 2.096, Complexity:
1.792; Diversity: 1.631, Complexity: 1.503) when gesturing
using one finger. This Figure also shows the discrepancies
between Diversity and Complexity on the other points. In
comparison Fig. 6 shows the discrepancies between Diversity
and Complexity when using the whole hand. These two
Figures (Fig. 5 6) show how the results differ in Diversity
and Complexity in hand movements when using one finger
compared to using the whole hand.
Fig. 7. Gesture[8]:Swipe Left, 1 Finger, Essai:1
Fig. 8. Gesture[8]:Swipe Left, Whole Hand, Essai:1
In Fig. 7 it is clearly shown that Complexity and Diversity
differ enormously in all participants. Furthermore, the Figure
shows that Diversity is very high compared to Complexity
when using one finger. Additionally, Fig. 8 shows the huge
discrepancies between Diversity and Complexity when using
the whole hand, which is very similar when using only one
finger.
We also find a strong, negative, linear relationship for
movements perform with one finger when plotting Diversity
and Complexity as x and y-axis in Cartesian coordinate, but
the Whole Hand shows a non-linear, negative relationship.
We conclude that with the same gesture use the same finger
when comparing different participants, the diversity change
is small, but the complexity is different. Comparing a single
finger with the whole hand when performing the same action
with the same participant, the diversity and complexity are
increased. However, these characteristics are not absolute.
Adjusting both the RQA setting and categorise strategy will
cause great changes in the result, more experiments are needed
to fine-tune the Network and the RQA parameters. Further
research could investigate the network on more datasets, apply
the network to real-time use to offer more use-age scenarios.
And work with professionals with a psychology background
apply this indicator to the diagnosis and treatment of autism
under professional guidance.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a skeleton-based quantification method was
proposed to distinguish hand movement. An Hourglass net-
work has been enforced with hand skeleton data and outper-
formed the classic gesture recognition model. Particularly, two
quantitative metrics, named diversity and complexity, were
defined through categorisation of movement by sub-features
to describe hand movement. The proposed method provides a
general framework for tasks involving hand movement quan-
tification. However, this work is still in a preliminary stage, its
potential in ASD intervention and clinical rehabilitation will
be examined in future work. Further experiments are included
to prove the feasibility of diversity and complexity across
scenarios and how to minimize the influence due to individual
difference.
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